
I have a number of backstories, so
which gossip trellises your wall?
That I couldn’t keep love, or that I 
spurned it? Am I dim or luminous?
Sassy or slow? Or both on a bad day? Well,
it was a good day, and I’m grateful 
that the one who can tell me everything I did
doesn’t need to explain me to you.  

More precisely, it was a bad day 
that ended as a good day: each sandal thwack
on the road home a joyous dust-raising 
that beat against the garment of my former self.
My cough was a laugh, it  just kept bubbling and 
re-bubbling and I infected my whole village
with the joy and the meal
we just kept sharing and sharing.

None of the man’s friends said anything
about the washing of cups and bowls:
we knew what to do as we
talked and ate in happy clusters of words. 

But I am getting ahead of my (old) self.
Well.  Where do I start? There,
of course, and with refreshed hindsight,
quenched curiosity and food-for-thinking.
The well-conversation sketched in 
the contours of the stranger as he spoke.
The sixth-hour glare of the sun rebuked by the
kindness of eyes.  
 
All the poor players on my stage spotlighted, 
all the noonday demons creeping out from behind my skirts 
cast out. My performer could not
wear a mask: the stranger told me everything
I ever did, rendered sterile all the grubbiness of a life. 
You already know I ran home, kicking 
inevitably but happily against all the stones 
that would be raised up as Abraham’s children.    

an isopoem

Many of the Samaritans from that town believed in him because of the woman’s testimony, 
“He told me everything I ever did.” John 4:39

Woman@thewell 
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The evidence base was me, the data
source checked and found to be compelling.
The good narrative spread generously
across the crust of the home of many
hungry to be harvested into non-hungry
community. Jesus had food we hadn’t known
the provenance of, but thankfully he was no 
hoarder and was ready to share everything 

and to be the essential person. Amazing 
how an awkward conversation 
with a stranger filled in the great post-Moses 
chasm with such grace. We ate back through 
centuries of hunger and loneliness
and stay-at-home exile. Bubbles of
isolation colliding and bursting merrily.
Disinfected promises popping in the sun. 

The tiredness that runs deep, so deep
in the ecology of everything.
This tired man at the well, he knows
everything about us stay-at-homes. 
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